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We	choose	a	simple	strain	energy	function	(SEF)	for	a	fibril	(Hill	et	al.,	2012)	using	$. = $ $)⁄ 	as	the	
fibril	stretch:		
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so	the	whole	tissue	SEF	is	
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! = L"MNOHLPQRSTU 	
where	L"MNOH	is	the	point	to	point	distance	and	LPQRSTU 	the	length	along	the	fibril	path.	The	critical	135	
straightness	ratio	!" ,	defines	the	straightness	at	which	a	fibril	may	be	considered	to	be	recruited	




















































































































Figure 1.a Unloaded tendon and b artery collagen fibrils SHG signal (green) with NeuronJ 
fibril traces (purple) superimposed.  
 20 µm 
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Figure 2.a Exemplary tendon stress-stretch curve, spline fitted. b Stress-stretch parameter ߞ. c Image-based fibril recruitment and best-fit CDF for ܵ௖ ൌ ܵ௖כ. d corresponding PDF. PCC 
calculated for b compared with d   
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Figure 3.a Exemplary artery stress-stretch curve, spline fitted. b Stress-stretch parameter ߞ. 
c Image-based fibril recruitment and best-fit CDF for ܵ௖ ൌ ܵ௖כ. d corresponding PDF. PCC 
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Figure 4. Variation of Pearson Correlation Coefficient with straightness ratio for tendon 
(n=7) and artery (n=5).  
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